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We have developed an automated serial
chromatographic technique for screening a

library of compounds based upon their relative
affinity for a target molecule. A target column

containing the immobilized target molecule is set
in tandem with a reversed-phase column. A

combinatorial peptide library is injected onto the
target column. The target-bound peptides are
eluted from the first column and transferred

automatically to the reversed-phase column. The
target-specific peptide peaks from the reversed-

phase column are identified and sequenced.
Using a monoclonal antibody (3E-7) against beta-

endorphin as a target, we selected a single
peptide with sequence YGGFL from

approximately 5800 peptides present in a
combinatorial library. I am not a programmer, so

I'm not going to try to fix that issue, since it's
been 6 years... The advantage of using.net is
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that you have the option to integrate 3rd party
add-ons, like say - Adobe's fomate for example,
to allow you to import existing files in the native
file format of the intended program that you are

using. In other words: I could integrate the
features of all my favorite image editors (like
Photoshop for example) into Affinity without

having to program it yourself.The other thing I
want to add is that it could also support

exporting and flattening to "PDF" or "JPG" or
"PNG" or "GZ" files.When I did start to port PS

to.NET for Windows, I started to get the
impression that a lot of power was lost when

doing the port.I don't know if this is the case or
not for you, but that's what I have thought of.

Endless possibilities... I am currently doing some
research on pure 3d software (no 2d models

etc..) as a hobby... but I must admit, that it was
even scary to think about doing a 3d modeling /

animation software, because of the sheer
amount of time, which can be lost if it doesn't

work... I would love to get back to that... I would
love to do something graphic related, which is
why I started with Affinity Designer. I was very
disappointed at first when I saw that Affinity

Designer did not support anything that we were
used to from the 9 series. I am happy that I did

not continue with it though... I try to enjoy what I
am doing now, with my work in graphic design,

so I am just trying to not be stuck in Affinity
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you can have affinity designer (and affinity photo
and affinity publisher) share a project with

another designer. just save the project into a
folder, and then load it into the other designer to
continue working on it. you can even switch back
and forth between them. you can see the other
designer's changes when you load the project.
finally, the concept of a "base" application is
possibly the way forward for affinity. the base

application could be free, and the 3 other
applications could be added onto it. would people
pay for such an application? it would be kind of

like the "ms office starter edition" program. i feel
i am being disingenuous here, and perhaps

canon should just publish new formats natively,
and make them mandatory on cameras, and tell
people that they have to buy the software if they

want to work with their cameras, and then,
nothing could be published. they'll get all the

notoriety, and perhaps use of the format. i know
this is only 1% of a product line, and perhaps the
business model for affinity can't be changed like
this. perhaps a full product line does need to be
sold in order to release a new raw format. that is

one of the problems that there are so many
photo editing products out there, and there are

only so many companies that can fund all of
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them. i've toyed with this concept in my head
before. the base affinity application could be an

adobe bridge type application a gateway
application which is given away for free (and the

costabsorbed by the other applications). this
would also allow anyone to view proprietary

affinity files even if they don't have
designer/photo/publisher. then, personas could

be purchased and added to the base affinity
application either individually, or the whole suite

could be purchased in one go. 5ec8ef588b
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